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taking the opposite view, and stated that whereas in 1914
there was only one nation—Germany—whose expansionist
ambitions involved a threat of war, to-day there were twc—
Germany and Japan. ' Is that wrong? * Reed asked. * No,'
Eden replied, ' it is not wrong'. Stalin then expressed his
profound respect for the German people and their qualities.
No attempt to hold down or isolate such a nation in the heart
of Europe could in the long run succeed; nevertheless
Germany was for the time being in a dangerous mood, and
those who had at heart the interest of European peace were
bound to take precautionary measures. Eden nodded in ap-
proval.
* And I hear,' Reed added, e that at one moment in your
conversation he glanced at a map which showed the little
island in the Atlantic which is England and the sprawl-
ing mass over Europe and Asia which is Russia, and in
reference to England remarked that it was strange to think
that the issue of peace and war lay in the hands of so small a
country. ' Isn't it uncanny? ' said Eden turning to Cran-
borne and then to me. ' How do you do it? Were you hiding
under the table? ' Eden and his colleagues as has always
been the case with other visitors to the Soviet who have been
privileged to meet its mysterious dictator, found Stalin
astonishingly well informed on the intricacies of the
European situation—a man of rugged intellect, in policy a
shrewd opportunist.
The same evening The Times describes how a scene ' in-
conceivable not long ago was witnessed at the Moscow Grand
Opera . . . when the Lord Privy Seal of Great Britain was
applauded long and warmly by an entirely proletarian
audience which clapped enthusiastically as G&d Save the
King was played. Then followed the Internationale '. Eden
Chilston, members of the British Embassy staf£ the
Litvinovs and Maisky were among a big party that sat in
front of the former Imperial box, * while the proletarian
audience intently watched a superb production of the ballet
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